Testing is completed by the members of the Datatel Steering Committee and/or their designees. A link to recently installed patches will be provided via email after a new test account is created from a clone of production. Those areas which are required to test will have at least one working week to report findings as a result of the updates.

Cloning is defined as creating a copy of the production account to create a new test account. At approximately 3pm on day one, the current test account will be removed. Day two will be dedicated to updating the new test account with all available software updates. *Scheduled cloning events during RWU Census dates will be started the previous month and ended on the actual census date.

Production Software Updates and Web Advisor Maintenance: Software updates, also known as patches, are placed into the production environment. The RWU Datatel system will be unavailable to all users as of 5pm and will conclude the following morning at 8am unless otherwise notified. Software updates will be placed into production as of the previous cloning date. Web Advisor Server maintenance will also be completed at this time. University and School of Law holiday published by HR.

University holiday published by HR.

SOL holiday published by HR.

$ symbol represents pay dates for RWU and SOL employees published by HR.